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How it works... Your Marketing Platform
Merchants Plus is a marketing platform that allows the grower 
to access the tools the pros use and receive daily web updates 
with cutting edge charts and analysis. 

https://merchantsplus.intlfcstone.com

ENROLL

Transparent, 
All-In Fees
See our program 
listing for more 
details

Determine how many bushels to 
enroll in the program and contact 
your merchandiser to commit.

Let the pros go to work, and receive 
daily updates on the website to track 
your pricing and outlook.

PRICING

Select one of our professional 
marketing strategies to price your 
crop.

SELECT

Deliver your grain and receive 
payment for your bushels based 
upon the fi nal Merchants Plus price 
plus the basis established with your 
elevator.

PAYMENT

Strategies 
that are:
Emotion-free

Hassle-free

Margin-free



Choose A Strategy and Pricing Period That Fit Your Business

FCStone Abacus: 
Our team of experienced market professionals 
will dynamically assess market conditions and 
utilize a full range of strategies and products 
including OTC swaps, options and structured 
products to obtain the best price for the 
grower.

2020 Sign Up & Pricing Dates:

FCStone Beacon:
A rules-based program that uses a proprietary 
algorithm to execute a patient marketing 
plan. The algorithm sells slowly in low-price 
environments and ramps up into market 
rallies. It is designed to outperform in markets 
with mid-season weather markets and strong 
downtrends.

This is not an off er to buy or sell any derivative. FCStone Merchant Services, LLC (“FCStone”) trades in a variety of physical commodities, and off ers customers services to help 
manage the risks associated with their physical product. Trading over-the-counter and exchange-traded derivatives is not suitable for all investors and involves substantial 
risk. FCStone Merchant Services, LLC’s aff iliate, INTL FCStone Markets, LLC (“IFM”), a subsidiary of INTL FCStone Inc., is a member of the National Futures Association and 
provisionally registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) as a swap dealer. IFM’s products are designed only for individuals or fi rms who qualify 
under CFTC rules as an ‘Eligible Contract Participant’ (“ECP”) and who have been accepted as customers of IFM. Any recipient of this material who wishes to express an interest 
in trading with IFM must fi rst prequalify as an ECP, independently determine that derivatives are suitable for them and be accepted as a customer of IFM. The material and 
content contained herein does not create a binding obligation on IFM or any of its aff iliates to enter into a derivative. This material does not constitute investment research 
and does not take into account the particular investment objectives, fi nancial situations, or needs of individual clients or recipients of this material. You are directed to seek 
independent investment and tax advice in connection with derivatives trading. 

Past performance by FCStone or a third party advisor may not be indicative of future results. FCStone has not verifi ed performance claims made by third party advisors and 
makes no representation as to accuracy or reliability of any third party performance or marketing claim. © 2020 INTL FCStone Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Abacus and Beacon available for all pricing periods.

Commodity Futures Reference Sign Up End Pricing Period Fee

Corn Dec-20 2/24/2020 3/4/2020 - 9/16/2020 0.10

Corn Dec-21 2/24/2020 3/4/2020 - 9/15/2021 0.10

Soybeans Nov-20 2/24/2020 3/4/2020 - 9/16/2020 0.15
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Frequently Asked Questions
What is the Merchants Plus pricing program?
Merchants Plus is a pricing program that allows growers to share in the performance of professional marketing 
strategies. Depending on the strategy selected, a hedging plan will be run on behalf of all participants and the gains or 
losses will result in an effective ‘Merchants Plus Price’ which is used to settle your cash contracts.

Merchants Plus pricing can be offered to elevators as a swap which allows the elevator to use the Merchants Plus price 
in their contracts with growers. In some select locations without a participating elevator, Merchants Plus may be offered 
directly to a grower in a contract facing FCStone Merchant Services, LLC (FMS).

What strategies are available and how will I track my pricing?
For each sign-up period we will update our marketing sheet with available strategies, fees, commodities, and dates. 
Once you’ve selected your strategy and enrolled your bushels, daily pricing will be available at 
merchantsplus.intlfcstone.com along with additional risk analysis and weekly commentary.

This is not an offer to buy or sell any derivative. FCStone Merchant Services, LLC trades in a variety of physical commodities, and offers customers services to help manage the risks associated 
with their physical product. Trading over-the-counter and exchange-traded derivatives is not suitable for all investors and involves substantial risk. FCStone Merchant Services, LLC’s affi liate, INTL 
FCStone Markets, LLC (“IFM”), a subsidiary of INTL FCStone Inc., is a member of the National Futures Association and provisionally registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
(“CFTC”) as a swap dealer. IFM’s products are designed only for individuals or fi rms who qualify under CFTC rules as an ‘Eligible Contract Participant’ (“ECP”) and who have been accepted as 
customers of IFM. Any recipient of this material who wishes to express an interest in trading with IFM must fi rst prequalify as an ECP, independently determine that derivatives are suitable for 
them and be accepted as a customer of IFM. The material and content contained herein does not create a binding obligation on IFM or any of its affi liates to enter into a derivative. This material 
does not constitute investment research and does not take into account the particular investment objectives, fi nancial situations, or needs of individual clients or recipients of this material. You 
are directed to seek independent investment and tax advice in connection with derivatives trading. 

Past performance by FCStone or a third party advisor may not be indicative of future results. FCStone has not verifi ed performance claims made by third party advisors and makes no 
representation as to accuracy or reliability of any third party performance or marketing claim. © 2018 INTL FCStone Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Merchants Plus

How do I get started?
Elevators:
• Elevators or merchants interested in offering Merchants Plus to growers will need to submit current, audited 

fi nancials and complete the appropriate onboarding package  

• If your grower already has a futures or OTC account with FCStone, you may submit abbreviated paperwork

Farmers:
• To enroll bushels in a program, reach out to your participating elevator who will communicate those bushels to us 

and send you their contract

• If you don’t have a participating elevator in your area, ask your elevator to reach out to us  or contact us at 
MerchantsPlus@intlfcstone.com
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2019 Performance Highlights
The FCStone portfolio of strategies again outperformed the competition on average this year. Although not as strong as our 
2018 showing, we continue to compare favorably to the competition. This year proved the value of diversification as we saw 
both large outperformance and some underperformance in our discretionary programs while the rules-based programs 
continued their track record of delivering steady value. 

Corn:
For the 1-year corn programs, our average corn price of $4.035 before fees was over 10 c/bu higher than our average 
competitor ($3.925). Our Conservative (Beacon) programs sold more aggressively into the midyear rally and strongly 
outperformed our competitors, as did our partners at RoachAg. Our Aggressive (Abacus) programs underperformed slightly, 
finishing in the middle of the pack of competitors. Our committee felt planting problems might lead to a much larger rally in 
corn prices and we tried to offer more upside, in line with the Aggressive program mandate. 

Soybeans:
Our soybean price performance was even stronger, with an average price of $9.1925, nearly 20 c/bu higher than our average 
competitor. In this case, our Aggressive (Abacus) program led the way as our committee decide to take early protection 
against a price collapse returning a price nearly 60 c/bu higher than the average competitor and 90 c/bu higher than the 
lowest competitor. Every program came in above $9 before fees, a key profitability target that we defended.

This is not an offer to buy or sell any derivative. FCStone Merchant Services, LLC trades in a variety of physical commodities, and offers customers services to help manage the risks associated 
with their physical product. Trading over-the-counter and exchange-traded derivatives is not suitable for all investors and involves substantial risk. FCStone Merchant Services, LLC’s affi liate, INTL 
FCStone Markets, LLC (“IFM”), a subsidiary of INTL FCStone Inc., is a member of the National Futures Association and provisionally registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
(“CFTC”) as a swap dealer. IFM’s products are designed only for individuals or fi rms who qualify under CFTC rules as an ‘Eligible Contract Participant’ (“ECP”) and who have been accepted as 
customers of IFM. Any recipient of this material who wishes to express an interest in trading with IFM must fi rst prequalify as an ECP, independently determine that derivatives are suitable for 
them and be accepted as a customer of IFM. The material and content contained herein does not create a binding obligation on IFM or any of its affi liates to enter into a derivative. This material 
does not constitute investment research and does not take into account the particular investment objectives, fi nancial situations, or needs of individual clients or recipients of this material. You 
are directed to seek independent investment and tax advice in connection with derivatives trading. 

Past performance by FCStone or a third party advisor may not be indicative of future results. FCStone has not verifi ed performance claims made by third party advisors and makes no 
representation as to accuracy or reliability of any third party performance or marketing claim. © 2019 INTL FCStone Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Merchants Plus

(We  track competitors whose programs are comparable to ours and whose data is publicly discoverable.)
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2018 Performance Highlights
The FCStone portfolio of strategies outperformed the competition this year. In what proved to be a diffi cult marketing 
environment, our customers were protected by our thoughtful, comprehensive risk management strategies. While 
absolute performance may vary year to year, our commitment to protecting customer profi tability does not. Our focus 
will remain on managing risk for both the good years and the bad, when disciplined pricing can make the difference for 
our producers.

Corn:
For the 1-year corn programs, we outperformed EVERY SINGLE major competitor that we track. Our competitors came in 
between $3.51-$3.81, while all four of our programs fi nished at $3.885 or better (before fees) and our partners at Roach 
were $3.84 or better!

Soybeans:
Along with our partners at Roach Ag, four out of our fi ve programs beat every single competitor. Our fi fth program 
fi nished well above the competitors’ average. Our conservative algorithm’s performance was particularly noteworthy. 
It lapped the fi eld, beating the competitors’ average by nearly $1 per bushel!

This is not an offer to buy or sell any derivative. FCStone Merchant Services, LLC trades in a variety of physical commodities, and offers customers services to help manage the risks associated 
with their physical product. Trading over-the-counter and exchange-traded derivatives is not suitable for all investors and involves substantial risk. FCStone Merchant Services, LLC’s affi liate, INTL 
FCStone Markets, LLC (“IFM”), a subsidiary of INTL FCStone Inc., is a member of the National Futures Association and provisionally registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
(“CFTC”) as a swap dealer. IFM’s products are designed only for individuals or fi rms who qualify under CFTC rules as an ‘Eligible Contract Participant’ (“ECP”) and who have been accepted as 
customers of IFM. Any recipient of this material who wishes to express an interest in trading with IFM must fi rst prequalify as an ECP, independently determine that derivatives are suitable for 
them and be accepted as a customer of IFM. The material and content contained herein does not create a binding obligation on IFM or any of its affi liates to enter into a derivative. This material 
does not constitute investment research and does not take into account the particular investment objectives, fi nancial situations, or needs of individual clients or recipients of this material. You 
are directed to seek independent investment and tax advice in connection with derivatives trading. 

Past performance by FCStone or a third party advisor may not be indicative of future results. FCStone has not verifi ed performance claims made by third party advisors and makes no 
representation as to accuracy or reliability of any third party performance or marketing claim. © 2018 INTL FCStone Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Merchants Plus

We track competitors whose programs are comparable to ours and whose data is publicly discoverable. We know of no such competitors whose programs outperformed ours.
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